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Summary of objectives 
 
The Department of Health and the Healthcare Commission commissioned NCHOD to work 
with the appropriate professional bodies to develop for surgical specialties a set of outcome 
indicators that could help clinicians and the Healthcare Commission. This report covers the 
work done on general surgery re-admission rates. 
 
Abstract 
 
The study has been carried in the following phases: 
• Professional bodies contacted to nominate clinicians to work with NCHOD. 
• Agreement reached between NCHOD and nominated clinicians about: 

- aggregations of activity to be used for analysis 
- types of analysis to be done 
- specific operations to be studied 
- candidate indicators to be studied further. 

• NCHOD produces national figures for each candidate indicator to provide data about the 
number of events and admissions nationally so that the suitability of the indicator as a 
comparative measure could be assessed. 

• NCHOD produces trust-based comparative figures for each of the candidate indicators 
considered suitable, with respect to numbers of events and admissions, to identify 
whether the measure is a useful comparative indicator. 

• Agreement is reached between NHOD and nominated clinicians about a set of indicators 
to recommend to the Department of Health and the Healthcare Commission for 
implementation. 

 
After discussions with collaborating clinicians, it is recommended that the following 
emergency re-admission indicators could be used for comparing trust general surgery 
performance: 

• General indicators: 
- day cases 
- elective admissions with an operation 
- elective admissions without an operation 
- emergency admissions with an operation 
- emergency admissions without an operation. 

• High volume upper gastro-intestinal operation: 
- cholecystectomy. 

 
The vascular procedures indicators had a few outlier trusts when three years of data were 
analysed. They are unlikely to be useful as annual comparative measures. 
 
These analyses need to be interpreted with care. 
 
 


